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JOHN DALES

Healthy streets
Streets that are good for our health are good for
the environment, for business and for all
n February 2014, Transport for London
published a landmark Transport Action Plan
entitled Improving the Health of Londoners. Twoand-a-half years on, the issues that the plan
raised have become both more obvious and more
pressing. TfL knows it can’t afford to rest on its
laurels, and the UK’s other urban transport
authorities need to get in the game with the
absolute minimum of delay. This isn’t just about
‘active travel’, it’s also about poisonous air. As
London’s mayor, Sadiq Khan, recently said, “With
nearly 10,000 people dying early every year in
London due to exposure to air pollution, cleaning
up London’s toxic air is now an issue of life and
death.”
The UK-wide figure for early deaths caused by air
pollution is around 40,000/year, so to call this a
national emergency isn’t mere hyperbole. Cities
across the UK are realising that how their citizens
travel is having grievous consequences for their
health. Street design that enables travel by motor
vehicles not only has the opposite effect to ‘active
modes’ (walking and cycling), it also leads to the
production of pollutants that harm us all, both
outside and inside vehicles.
If you’re a transport practitioner, then, like it or
not, you have a public health responsibility of some
sort. And so that you can get your head around this
responsibility as quickly as possible, the editor has
kindly let me flex my usual layout so that, instead of
just urging you to search for and read TfL’s Action
Plan via the web, I can plonk this key table before
your very eyes now.
The table describes ten indicators that help us to
work out how healthy any given street is. These
indicators are applicable to urban environments
across the world, and each has an evidence base
in peer-reviewed scientific journals for delivering:
more walking and cycling; direct health benefits;
and reductions in inequalities and more inclusive
streets for everyone. It was devised by Lucy Saunders, a public health specialist, who says: “This
approach to thinking about how we design and
manage our streets isn’t just about human health;
it’s about the essential ingredients for streets that
work well for people, local economy and the environment.”
There’s more to producing healthier streets than
just having an approach, of course; but we can’t
really begin the vital process of change until we
grasp what ‘better’ looks like. This list establishes a
series of outcomes that we should be seeking to
achieve, and – as I wrote late last year (LTT 27 Nov
15) – our focus should always be outcomes (what
we want things to be like when we’re done), not on
outputs like the results of traffic modelling or a
junction that ‘works’ in simple traffic capacity terms.
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Ten indicators of a healthy street
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It’s fair to say that street design can’t do the job
on its own. Every level of the system needs to be
working towards the delivery of healthy streets:
good public transport connectivity; well-managed
parking and freight management; active street
frontages; etc. Good spatial planning is also vital,
while some form of traffic demand management
may be necessary. But, since good street design is
an enabler of many of these other aspects, its
importance is all the greater.
Adopting a Healthy Streets approach has the
additional benefit of presenting a series of outcomes that are good for all, not just some; and this
may be vital in enabling the delivery of measures
that are often resisted when promoted or perceived
as being primarily for the benefit of just one group
or another. For example, filtering through traffic out
of an area to make it a ‘Healthy Neighbourhood’ is
likely to be a much more attractive proposition to
many more people than if exactly the same
package of measures is badged as a ‘Cycling MiniHolland’ scheme.
Each of the ten indicators in the table is an excellent reason why all urban transport authorities
should embrace a Healthy Streets approach to
their highway assets; and I honestly can’t think of a
good reason why they should not. I’m therefore
glad to say that two major UK cities in which I’m

currently working are actively looking to follow
London’s lead.
However, London and other cities need quickly to
get beyond establishing an approach to Healthy
Streets and begin embedding this approach within
the organisation’s practices. To this end, TfL has
been developing a Healthy Streets check-tool, to
enable practitioners both to audit existing conditions against the ten indicators and to gauge the
change that a given package of measures will
make. If you’d like to find out more about the
approach and/or the check-tool, then feel free to
contact Lucy using LucySaunders@tfl.gov.uk.
The sooner we start making our streets healthier,
the better it will be for everyone.
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